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Puppy Application  
(pages 2-6) 

As responsible Sheepadoodle Owners and Breeders, Flying B Sheepadoodles (FBS) makes every 
effort to build relationships with potential puppy purchasers well before puppies are ready to go 
home. The following questions help FBS learn more about their applicants and their applicant’s 
desires. Please complete this Application, Health Guarantee, AND Contract in full and return 
with the ($350.00) Deposit. You, the applicant, will be added to the list for potential puppy 

owners. 

1. Buyer’s Contact Information: 
(Please, write legibly in print) 

____________________________________ ___________________________________   
Applicant’s Printed Name    Spouse’s Printed Name 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Address 

____________________________________           ____________________________________ 
Primary Email Address    Secondary Email Address 

____________________________________            ____________________________________ 
Primary Phone Number    Secondary Phone Number 

Best Form of Contact (circle or highlight one):  Phone  Text  Email 
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2. Family Information: 

1. Are all family members excited to add a Sheepadoodle to the family? YES NO 

1. If “no” please, explain: 

2. Will the puppy be a surprise for anyone in the family? YES NO 

1. If “yes” please, explain for who and why: 

3. Do any family members have allergies to dogs? YES NO 

4. Who will be the Primary Caregiver for your new family member? 

5. Have you ever owned a dog before? YES NO 

1. If “yes”, what happened to your previous dog(s)? 

6. Have you ever given a dog away, rehomed a dog, or taken a dog to the shelter?   YES    NO 

1. If “yes” explain: 

7. Do you have a veterinarian? YES NO 

3. Housing Information: 

1. Do you live in a House___, Townhouse___, Condo___, Apartment___, Other:____________ 

2. Do you have a yard? YES NO 

1. If “yes”, how large? 
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4. Puppy Information: 

1. Why have you decided to buy a Sheepadoodle? 

2. Are you aware Old English Sheepdogs are a herding breed?  YES NO 

3. Are you aware Poodles are a hunting breed?  YES NO 

4. Are you aware Sheepadoodles require daily brushing and monthly grooming (minimum) 

YES NO 

5. Do you have a Groomer or will you become your own Professional Groomer? 

6. What gender are you interested in? Male  Female  Either 

7. Do you have a color preference?  

8. Where will your new Sheepadoodle live? Inside  Outside Both 

9. Is anyone home during the day? YES NO 

1. If “no”, how will the puppy be fed and exercised? 

10. How many hours on average will your new Sheepadoodle spend alone? 

11. Where will your puppy spend time when no one is at home? 

12. Where will the puppy sleep at night? 

13. Do you plan to Crate Train your new puppy?  YES NO 

14. Do you plan to take your new puppy to Obedience Class? YES NO 

15. Do you understand you will be required to Spay/Neuter your puppy between 6 and 9 Months 

of Age?     YES      NO 

16. How did you hear about Flying B Sheepadoodles? 
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5. Nutrition Information: 

 Are you aware not all puppy/dog foods are created equal? Flying B Sheepadoodles has 
done their research and hopes you will do yours as well. There are many opinions and theories 
out there; take the plunge and commit to educating yourself. Poor nutrients can have severe 
negative effects on every aspect of your pup’s life including: energy level, growth, bone health, 
skin and coat, allergies, happiness, mobility, temperament, flatulence, organ performance, teeth, 
stools, urine, comfort, etc. 

 Flying B Sheepadoodles prefers natural and holistic dog food with ingredients that are 
easily digestible and can be fully utilized by their puppies’ bodies. The research, as well as the 
natural and holistic ingredients, led Flying B Sheepadoodles to pawTree. This company has a lot 
to offer and is committed to healthy living - they have yet to disappoint Flying B Sheepadoodles 
(humans or fur babes). As always, do your own research and, please, consider pawTree. Start 
your research by visiting www.pawTree.com/FlyingBSheepadoodles. 

 IF you choose to transition to a puppy food other than our beloved pawTree, please, note 
the following puppy food requirements. The puppy food you choose must have a minimum of 
25% Crude Protein and be specifically made for Large Breeds. It should be made with real 
meat, no: poultry by-products, corn, soy, artificial colors, flavors, or preservatives. If you want 
your fluffy puppy to retain his bright eyes and shiny coat, maintain a high standard for your 
chosen puppy food. PawTree’s Real Turkey and Sweet Potato Recipe has 30% Crude Protein, 
made with REAL meat, no: poultry by-products, corn, or soy, artificial colors, flavors, or 
preservatives; it is developed by Veterinarians and Animal Nutritionists, and made in the USA 
(which doesn’t affect your puppy, but keeps our economy primed and pumping). 

 The process of making “kibble” requires excess temperatures that kill all the “live” 
ingredients needed by canines. PawTree created Seasoning Blends to supplement this need and 
create a more palatable and enjoyable eating experience for your fur-babe. No matter which 
kibble you choose, please, be sure to find a natural “live” source alternative to top each dog dish 
with. 

 Flying B Sheepadoodles raises their dogs and puppies on only the best food. FBS expects 
and requires each new puppy owner to continue feeding pawTree at least through the first month 
of being home. 
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Please, initial the below statements. 

_____ I understand I will be required to order my new puppy food no later than 6 Weeks Old.      

_____ I understand that if I have not ordered my pawTree Puppy Food and/or my pawTree 
Puppy Food has not arrived, Flying B Sheepadoodles will not send my puppy home with me. 

 6. Deposit Information: 

 Please, return this questionnaire with your $350.00 Deposit. The Deposit will be applied 
to the purchase price of the puppy upon approval of this application. Upon denial of this 
application, the $350.00 Deposit will be reimbursed to the applicant. 

 A deposit is an agreement to purchase a puppy from a particular litter provided a puppy 
of the buyer’s preferences is available. If such a puppy is not available, the deposit will be 
applied to the next Waitlist. Once your application has been approved, the deposit is non-
refundable. Note: Puppies must be paid for in full on, or before, Puppy-Pick-Date (6 Weeks 
Old). If the puppy is purchased after the 6 Week Old Date, the Final Payment is due with the 
Deposit. If the new owner is unable to finalize the purchase of their Sheepadoodle by the 
specified time, the deposit will be considered forfeit and the puppy will be placed with a different 
family.  

Please, initial the below statements. 

_____ I understand my deposit is non-refundable once my application has been approved. 

_____ I understand the remaining balance for my Sheepadoodle Puppy is due on or before the 
Puppy-Pick-Date (6 Weeks Old). If I purchase my puppy after he/she is 6 Weeks Old, I 
understand my Final Payment is due with my Deposit.  

_____ I understand if I am unable to pay my remaining balance in full by the specified time, my 
puppy will be placed with another family and my deposit is forfeit. 
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7. Health Guarantee and Contract: 
(pages 7-23) 

(Buyer and Spouse - if applicable - please, initial your consent and understanding in the space provided to the left of each topic) 

 This agreement is a legally binding contract between Flying B Sheepadoodles (Seller) 
and Buyer (as specified on Page 1). It is agreed between Seller and Buyer as follows:  

This health guarantee is non-transferrable. 

_____  _____ 7.1. I, the buyer, understand this document (Application, Health Guarantee, 
Contract, and Receipt) is non-transferrable. 
  

8. Conditions of Sale: 

 Flying B Sheepadoodles guarantees at the time of delivery/pick-up the puppy is in 
genetically good health. At 8 Weeks Old the specified puppy received a thorough examination by 
Animal Medical Center, Dr. Amanda Jennings.  Dr. Jennings performed a thorough Health Check 
of specified puppy; any problems were reported to Buyer before he received his puppy. A USDA 
Oklahoma Health Certificate was provided to Buyer upon puppy pick-up and previously signed 
by Flying B Sheepadoodles’ vet, Dr. Amanda Jennings. 

_____  _____ 8.1.  I, the buyer, understand upon pick-up of my puppy, he/she will have been 
found to be in good health by Flying B Sheepadoodles’ Veterinarian, Dr. Amanda Jennings, and 
any problems, if applicable, were reported to me previously. 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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9. Genetic Health Guarantee: 

 Flying B Sheepadoodles’ Genetic Health Guarantee covers death as a result of a Heart, 
Liver, or Kidney Condition.  

_____  _____ 9.1.  I, the buyer, understand Flying B Sheepadoodles’ Genetic Health Guarantee 
covers death from a Heart, Liver, or Kidney Condition. 

Death due to Genetic Disease - If Buyer’s puppy dies as a result of a Genetic Disease within the 
first year of life, Flying B Sheepadoodles will provide a replacement puppy within 12 Months. In 
order to receive a replacement puppy, Buyer must have a Necropsy performed at their state lab 
and send a report proving the genetic disease to Flying B Sheepadoodles’ Veterinarian, Dr. 
Amanda Jennings. Buyer’s failure to comply will NOT receive a replacement puppy. Shipping is 
not covered. Proof of puppy/dog identity is required through contract description.  

_____  _____ 9.2a.  I, the buyer, understand that if my puppy dies from a Genetic Disease, as 
specified in section 9.2, within the first year of my puppy’s life, Flying B Sheepadoodles will 
provide a replacement puppy within 12 Months. 

_____  _____ 9.2b.  I, the buyer, understand I must have a Necropsy performed at my state’s lab 
and send the report providing proof of and the specific Genetic Disease to Flying B 
Sheepadoodles’ Veterinarian, Dr. Amanda Jennings. 

_____  _____ 9.2c.  I, the buyer, understand my failure to provide the specified information in 
section 9.2b will result in me forfeiting my rights for a replacement puppy. 

Section 9 Continues 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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9. Genetic Health Guarantee - Continued: 

Hip and/or Elbow Dysplasia - If severe Hip/Elbow Dysplasia is discovered during the first year 
of life that will require surgery; seller will offer a similar replacement within 12 Months 
(shipping is the expense of the buyer).  Pre-Surgery Documentation (diagnosis and treatment 
medical records) must be provided from two unaffiliated veterinarians and OFA Evaluation may 
be required. If buyer wishes to keep the dog, then half of the purchase price will be refunded or 
half price on a future puppy will be offered.  

_____  _____ 9.3a.  I, the buyer, understand I am entitled to a replacement puppy (within 12 
Months) if the specified puppy in this contract is found to have severe Hip or Elbow Dysplasia 
requiring surgery.  

_____  _____ 9.3b.  I, the buyer, understand any shipping expenses for my replacement puppy is 
my responsibility. 

_____  _____ 9.3c.  I, the buyer, understand I am responsible for providing pre-surgery 
documentation from two unaffiliated veterinarians and OFA evaluations to Flying B 
Sheepadoodles and Dr. Amanda Jennings of Animal Medical Center in Bartlesville, OK. 

_____  _____ 9.3d.  I, the buyer, understand I maintain the right to keep the puppy specified in 
this contract for half the purchase price OR be credited half price on my future puppy. 

Bone or Joint Problems - Future bone/joint problems caused by lack of nutrition, inadequate 
exercise, exorbitant pavement exercise, or obesity are not covered by Flying B Sheepadoodles. 
Proof of puppy/dog identity is required through contract description.  

_____  _____ 9.4.  I, the buyer, understand puppy bone and joint problems caused by lack of 
nutrition, inadequate exercise, exorbitant pavement exercise, or obesity are not covered by 
Flying B Sheepadoodles. 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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10. Three Year Health Guarantee: 

Nutrition: 

 Nutrition is the single most important key to raising a healthy puppy. Flying B 
Sheepadoodles requires each Buyer seeking the extended “Three Year Health Guarantee” feed 
his/her puppy pawTree’s all natural and holistic Dog Food AND *pawPairing Seasoning Blends 
(supplements are optional, but highly recommended). Flying B Sheepadoodles’ is committed to 
encouraging each family to choose a quality diet for their puppy and has created two Health 
Guarantee options for each Forever Family to choose from (based on nutrition). 
 This Health Guarantee is extended to three years of age with continuation of pawTree 
Food and *pawPairing Seasoning Blends (supplements are optional, but highly recommended). 
This is imperative for the Buyer’s puppy’s nutritional health and long life. Flying B 
Sheepadoodles requires each Buyer continues feeding pawTree Food, pawPairing Seasoning 
Blends, and optional Supplements for the life of the puppy. Use of the recommended feeding 
amounts on the pawTree Food Bag is suggested to ensure Buyer’s puppy maintains the proper 
weight.  
• *pawPairing Seasoning Blends - Seasoning Blends were developed to replace the nutrients 

cooked out of the kibble (this is a fact with EVERY SINGLE kibble produced commercially). 
Seasoning Blends are full of the vitamins and minerals each puppy needs to maintain health 
throughout its life. Pair pawTree Dog Food with Seasoning Blends at each meal to ensure an 
optimal diet, excellent health, and a long life for Buyer’s puppy. 

_____  _____ 10.1a.  I, the buyer, understand to maintain Flying B Sheepadoodles’ extended 
Three Year Health Guarantee, I am required to feed my puppy pawTree Dog Food and 
pawPairing Seasoning Blends for the duration of its life. 

Section 10 Continues 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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10. Three Year Health Guarantee - Continued: 

_____ _____ 10.1b.  In good faith, I, the Buyer, commit to maintaining or bettering the health of 
my puppy through his/her diet and supplements as specified by Flying B Sheepadoodles. If, for 
any reason, I am unable to maintain or better the health of my puppy and am unable to keep him/
her, I will voluntarily return my puppy -  along with his/her Health Records, Veterinarian 
Records, and supplies - leashes, harnesses, collars, kennel - to Flying B Sheepadoodles at my 
expense. 

PawTree - Flying B Sheepadoodles will require each Forever Home to enroll as a pawTree 
Customer through their website: www.pawTree.com/FlyingBSheepadoodles for the initial Puppy 
Food Purchase. 

_____ _____ 10.2.  I, the Buyer, understand my puppy will not be given to me without my 
previous order and the arrival of my pawTree Puppy Food as recommended by Flying B 
Sheepadoodles. 

Bone and Joint Health - Flying B Sheepadoodles recommends the use of pawTree’s Joint 
Support Plus to aid joint health (especially during the puppy’s exorbitant growth period - through 
One Year Old - and after turning Seven Years Old) to prevent joint related health issues. Buyer 
will need to order pawTree Food and Supplements from Flying B Sheepadoodles website: 
www.pawTree.com/FlyingBSheepadoodles. Buyer will establish a monthly order and those 
orders can be accessed and tracked by Flying B Sheepadoodles. 

_____  _____ 10.3a.  I, the buyer, understand Flying B Sheepadoodles recommends the use of 
pawTree’s Joint Support Plus to aid proper growth, development, and comfort of my puppy’s 
bones and joints through the exorbitant growth period of my puppy and, later, as my puppy 
begins aging. 

Section 10 Continues 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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10. Three Year Health Guarantee - Continued: 

Nutrition (Continued): 

_____  _____ 10.3b.  I, the buyer, understand I am required by Flying B Sheepadoodles to 
establish a monthly pawTree Food AND pawPairing Seasoning Blend (with optional 
Supplements) order through their website: www.pawTree.com/FlyingBSheepadoodles. 

_____  _____ 10.3c.  I, the buyer, understand to maintain my puppy’s Three Year Health 
Guarantee I must maintain a consistent pawTree order that can be accessed and tracked by Flying 
B Sheepadoodles through their pawTree website (www.pawTree.com/FlyingBSheepadoodles). 

11. One Year Health Guarantee: 

 If the Buyer chooses NOT to feed pawTree Food AND pawPairing Seasoning Blends 
(with optional Supplements) Flying B Sheepadoodles’ One Year Health Guarantee will be 
effective through the puppy’s first birthdate. 

_____  _____ 11.1.  I, the buyer, understand if I decide not to feed pawTree or purchase through 
a distributor other than Flying B Sheepadoodles, my puppy’s Health Guarantee is valid for only 
One Year. 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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12. Initial Veterinary Visit: 

 The buyer has three Business Days from the time of delivery/pick-up of his/her puppy to 
have him/her examined by a licensed veterinarian. This is mandatory. This guarantee will be 
terminated if the puppy is not examined within the allotted time. 

_____  _____ 12.1.  In good faith, I, the buyer, understand I am required by Flying B 
Sheepadoodles to schedule (and attend) my puppy’s Initial Veterinary Visit with my veterinarian 
no later than three business days after bringing my puppy home; I understand this Health 
Guarantee is void if I fail to do so. 

If the Buyer’s veterinarian’s opinion differs from Flying B Sheepadoodles’ or Dr. Amanda 
Jennings’ (regarding the good health and Health Certificate of the puppy) and the puppy is found 
to have a life threatening congenital issue, the Buyer must contact Flying B Sheepadoodles 
immediately. Written proof of examination must be provided to Flying B Sheepadoodles. Any 
request to return the puppy to Flying B Sheepadoodles for a full refund must be made within this 
time period (within three days of puppy pick-up) and may only be requested should the dog prove 
to have a life threatening genetic condition. A second opinion may be required if diagnosis is 
questionable. If the second opinion veterinarian agrees with the Buyer’s veterinarian, Flying B 
Sheepadoodles will provide the Buyer with a replacement puppy or refund of purchase price 
following the return of specified puppy to Flying B Sheepadoodles at the Buyer’s expense. 
Replacements will be offered for similar valued puppy. Shipping expenses are not refunded and 
return is the responsibility of the Buyer. 

_____  _____ 12.2.  I, the buyer, understand my immediate action required by Flying B 
Sheepadoodles should my personal veterinarian find my puppy’s health to be different than that 
specified by Flying B Sheepadoodles or Dr. Amanda Jennings via my puppy’s Health Certificate. 
I understand I must contact Flying B Sheepadoodles immediately, provide written proof of 
examination, and inform them should any life threatening congenital issue be discovered.  

  
Section 12 Continues 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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12. Initial Veterinary Visit - Continued:  

 At first sign of puppy distress or illness the buyer must take puppy to a licensed 
veterinarian AND call Flying B Sheepadoodles. If the puppy has not eaten at least 1/4 cup of 
pawTree’s Turkey and Sweet Potato Recipe within the first 24 hours, call Flying B 
Sheepadoodles immediately. 

_____  _____ 12.3. I, the buyer, understand I am required by Flying B Sheepadoodles to take my 
puppy to a licensed veterinarian and call Flying B Sheepadoodles if my puppy displays signs of 
distress, illness, fails to eat a minimum of 1/4 cup of pawTree’s Turkey and Sweet Potato Puppy 
Food Recipe within the initial 24 hours of being home. 

13. Veterinary Care: 
 

 Upon puppy pick-up, all veterinary care and its associated costs are the sole and 
exclusive responsibility of the Buyer. Stress induced illnesses such as hypoglycemia, colds, or 
diarrhea from traveling/stress/transitioning is not covered by Flying B Sheepadoodles. 

_____  _____ 13.1.  I, the buyer, understand all veterinary care is my sole responsibility 
following the pick-up of my puppy; Flying B Sheepadoodles does not cover any veterinarian 
expenses after puppy pick-up. 

Veterinary Bills - Any Veterinarian Bills the Buyer incurs will not be paid by Flying B 
Sheepadoodles, no exceptions. If Buyer’s puppy arrives with a stress related stool issue, parasite, 
or a cold, Buyer will provide the diagnosis from their veterinarian to Flying B Sheepadoodles 
immediately.  

_____  _____ 13.2a.  I, the buyer, understand I am solely responsible for all Veterinarian Bills 
incurred after I pick-up my puppy. 

Section 13 Continues 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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13. Veterinary Care - Continued: 

_____  _____ 13.2b.  I, the buyer, understand Flying B Sheepadoodles will not pay any 
Veterinarian Bills I incur after I pick-up my puppy. 
 
_____  _____ 13.2c.  I, the buyer, understand that if my puppy arrives with a stress related stool 
issue, parasite, or a cold, I must inform Flying B Sheepadoodles immediately and provide them 
with the diagnosis from my veterinarian. 

Hereditary and Genetic Faults - Flying B Sheepadoodles’ Health Guarantee is for hereditary, 
genetic faults including heart, liver, and kidneys; not for stress related issues or any accidents 
resulting in injury or death.  

_____  _____ 13.3.  I, the buyer, understand Flying B Sheepadoodles’ Health Guarantee is for 
hereditary, genetic faults only not for: stress related issues or any accidents resulting in death or 
injury. 

14. Spay and Neuter: 

 Puppies are sold as Family Pets and buyer must agree to neuter the Males by 9 Months 
Old and spay the Females by 9 Months of Age. Any dog not sterilized by the above ages will 
void this Health Guarantee in full.  

_____  _____ 14.1a.  I, the buyer, understand I am required by Flying B Sheepadoodles to Spay 
or Neuter my puppy between six and nine months of age. 

Section 14 Continues 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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14. Spay and Neuter - Continued: 

_____  _____ 14.1b.  I, the buyer, understand my failure to Spay or Neuter my puppy by the 
specified time will result in absolutely no Health Guarantee for my puppy (One Year or Three 
Year). If, for any reason, I am unable to Spay or Neuter my puppy and am unable to keep him/
her, I will voluntarily return my puppy -  along with his/her Health Records, Veterinarian 
Records, and supplies - leashes, harnesses, collars, kennel - to Flying B Sheepadoodles at my 
expense. 

Breeding - Any pet purchased that is not sterilized and is found to be used for breeding, will be 
charged double the puppy price plus $5,000.00 for breach of contract. Flying B Sheepadoodles 
will not risk the puppy’s health by giving Breeding Rights to inexperienced pet owners. 

_____  _____ 14.2.  I, the buyer, understand if I unlawfully use my puppy for breeding purposes, 
Flying B Sheepadoodles will charge and require double my puppy’s purchase price, in addition 
to $5,000.00 (Five Thousand Dollars) for Breach of Contract. In addition, I will voluntarily 
return my puppy -  along with his/her Health Records, Veterinarian Records, and supplies - 
leashes, harnesses, collars, kennel - to Flying B Sheepadoodles at my expense. 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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15. Vaccinations: 

 Flying B Sheepadoodles will provide vaccinations or nosodes at 8 Weeks Old and test for 
worms at 6 and 8 Weeks Old (providing dewormer for those puppies who test positive). Flying B 
Sheepadoodles cannot warrant against common puppy conditions such as hypoglycemia (low 
blood sugar from not eating), cold/kennel cough, allergies, mites, worms or protozoan type 
parasites (i.e. coccidia or guardians); nor genetic conditions that are not deemed life threatening. 

_____  _____ 15.1.  I, the buyer, understand my puppy will receive vaccinations/nosodes at 8 
Weeks Old, regular worm testing, and deworming (if necessary). 

Restarting Vaccines - If the Buyer’s veterinarian restarts Buyer’s puppy on its vaccinations, this 
Health Guarantee will be void; this is considered over-vaccinating and is extremely harmful for a 
puppy’s immune system - potentially causing long term health issues. VACCINATING AN 
IMMUNE ANIMAL DOES NOT ADD TO ITS IMMUNITY. 

_____  _____ 15.2.  I, the buyer, understand that if my veterinarian restarts my puppy’s 
vaccinations this Health Guarantee will be absolutely void (including the One Year AND Three 
Year Health Guarantee).  

Flying B Sheepadoodles’ puppies go home at 8 Weeks Old; this means each puppy will receive 
one round of vaccinations/nosodes.  Each round of vaccinations should be spaced a minimum of  
four weeks apart (if vaccines are the route chosen by the Buyer). 

_____  _____ 15.3a.  I, the buyer, understand my puppy will receive one round of vaccinations/
nosodes before I bring him/her home. 

_____  _____ 15.3b.  I, the buyer, understand my puppy’s vaccines must be spaced a minimum 
of four weeks apart. 

Section 15 Continues 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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15. Vaccinations - Continued: 

Other things not covered: reactions to vaccines, over vaccination, allergies - which are caused by 
vaccinations, reactions to flea/tick medication and/or Heartworm medication, hot spots, 
temperament of puppy, or previous AKC ancestors DNA (which is out of our control). 

• Rabies Vaccine - The Rabies Vaccine is commonly referred to as a “Dead” Vaccine (meaning 
it is does not reproduce like the Parvo or Distemper - “Live” - Vaccines) because of this, TWO 
rounds of Rabies Vaccines (RV) are required; the first RV has significantly less immunizing 
power so must be followed up by the second which creates a boost in the immunity begun by 
the first RV.  Additional Rabies Vaccines are NOT necessary as the RV is effective for life after 
the second round and vaccinating annually or even every three years is over-vaccinating - 
VACCINATING AN IMMUNE ANIMAL DOES NOT ADD TO ITS IMMUNITY. Titer Tests can 
be accomplished to prove immunization (perform these tests a few weeks after the second 
round of RV and then as desired). Studies have also found that allowing a dog to sniff the 
Rabies Vaccine on a cotton ball for one minute boosts immunity exponentially (if a Titer Test 
comes back negative) with a Positive Titer Test performed 10 days later. 

• Vaccines - All vaccines excluding the Rabies Vaccine are “Live” vaccines, meaning they 
reproduce in the dog’s body, because of this wonderful phenomenon any vaccinated canine will 
not need vaccinated again (any conventional veterinarian may not be well informed and may 
not support healthy alternatives - holistic veterinarians are highly recommended). To appease 
the conventional veterinarian a Titer Test may be performed which simply consists of drawing 
blood and sending it to the lab for antibody testing. If the Titer Test returns with negative 
results Nosodes may be purchased from a Holistic Veterinarian (Nosodes are the natural 
alternative to vaccines). Additional vaccinating is over-vaccinating - VACCINATING AN 
IMMUNE ANIMAL DOES NOT ADD TO ITS IMMUNITY. 

• Heartworm Medication - Studies have found most Heartworm Preventatives have a 100% 
effective treatment covering through 6 Weeks from the last treatment. 

Section 15 Continues 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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15. Vaccinations - Continued: 

• Flea and Tick Medication is harmful both to the pets AND their families (if applied topically). 
Oral Flea Medication lives in the blood stream of the medicated pup and is designed to kill 
fleas and ticks when they bite. The principle seems sound until considered further - there is 
poison being encouraged to live in the bloodstream. The argument to condone this 
phenomenon is that the quantity of poison is such that it will not harm the pet (except the long 
list of side effects on the box - side effects that normally will not show themselves for up to 
THREE WEEKS after administering the required dosage).  
• Topical Flea and Tick Medication can be extremely harmful to a canine’s family members 

simply through touch. That same poison orally digested into the bloodstream is now   
applied to the skin and coat of the canine. Anybody who pets, steps on a location the canine 
has been laying, cuddles, or comes into contact in any way with the Flea and Tick 
Medication is at risk (especially children). 

• There are wonderful natural alternatives safe for canines and their families. 

_____  _____ 15.4.  I, the buyer, understand Flying B Sheepadoodles does not cover reactions to 
vaccines, over vaccinations, allergies, reactions to flea and tick medication or heartworm/worm 
dewormer or preventative, hot spots, temperament of my puppy, or previous ancestor’s DNA in 
this Health Guarantee and Contract. 

16. Grooming: 

 Flying B Sheepadoodles requires a minimum of monthly professional grooming (est. 
$100), as well as, daily brushing by the Forever Family. This will ensure the Buyer’s puppy is 
well cared for, matts do not form, and hot spots do not appear. 

Section 16 Continues 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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16. Grooming - Continued: 

_____ _____ 16.1. In good faith, I, the buyer,  agree to schedule a minimum of monthly 
professional grooming for my puppy. I commit to maintaining or bettering the health of my 
puppy’s coat through his/her daily brushing and (minimum) monthly grooming as specified by 
Flying B Sheepadoodles. If, for any reason, I am unable to maintain or better the health of my 
puppy’s coat and am unable to keep him/her, I will voluntarily return my puppy -  along with his/
her Health Records, Veterinarian Records, and supplies - leashes, harnesses, collars, kennel - to 
Flying B Sheepadoodles at my expense. 
 

17. Training: 

 Flying B Sheepadoodles requires each Buyer enroll in, attend, and graduate from a 
Puppy/Dog Obedience Class. This will ensure good behavior for the Buyer’s benefit and 
understanding between Buyer and puppy. 

_____ _____ 17.1. I understand I, the buyer, am required by Flying B Sheepadoodles to enroll, 
attend, and graduate from a Puppy/Dog Obedience Class. In good faith, I commit to maintain and 
continue my puppy’s training through Puppy/Dog Obedience Class. If, for any reason, I am 
unable to maintain or continue my puppy’s training and am unable to keep him/her, I will 
voluntarily return my puppy -  along with his/her health records, veterinarian records, and 
supplies - leashes, harnesses, collars, kennel - to Flying B Sheepadoodles at my expense. 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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18. Transporting/Shipping: 

 Flying B Sheepadoodles recommends each Forever Family arrive in person to pick their 
new Fur-Family Member up; transportation options are driving or flying (8 Week Old Puppies fit 
in a Soft Carrier that slides under the airplane seat as a Carry-On Item). Flying B Sheepadoodles 
does NOT recommend shipping puppies, but will for a Shipping Fee (as specified on their 
website). Flying B Sheepadoodles is not responsible for any behavior issues arising from the 
shipping experience and cannot be held responsible for the condition the puppy arrives in (dirty - 
due to pee and poop - or excitement or exhaustion - every puppy handles shipping differently). 

_____ _____ 18.1. I, the Buyer, understand Flying B Sheepadoodles is NOT responsible for any 
behavioral issues arising from shipping my puppy or the condition my puppy arrives in - IF I, the 
Buyer, choose to ship my puppy. 

 19. Rehoming: 

 In the unlikely event buyer needs to rehome his Sheepadoodle, buyer agrees to return 
him/her to Flying B Sheepadoodles. Flying B Sheepadoodles will resume ownership with the 
intent of placing Buyer’s puppy with a new family. If Buyer’s puppy is under 6 Months of Age 
the buyer will be entitled to 50% of the purchase price. If Buyer’s puppy is more than 6 Months 
of Age the buyer will expect no refund. The buyer will be solely responsible for all shipping and/
or travel expenses required, or incurred by Flying B Sheepadoodles, to return the puppy to 
Flying B Sheepadoodles including, but not limited to: airfare, fuel, hotel room(s), transportation, 
food, puppy/dog supplies, and required Veterinary Services. 

_____  _____ 19.1a.  I, the buyer, understand that if it becomes evident I need to rehome my 
puppy, I will voluntarily return him/her to Flying B Sheepadoodles at my expense. 

_____  _____ 19.1b.  I, the buyer, understand I will be entitled to 50% of my puppy’s purchase 
price if I choose to rehome my less than 6 Month Old puppy. 

Section 19 Continues 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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19. Rehoming - Continued: 

_____  _____ 19.1c.  I, the buyer, understand if I choose to rehome my puppy that is over 6 
Months Old I will expect no refund. 

20. Final Payment: 

_____  _____ 20.1. I, the Buyer, understand my Final Payment for my new Sheepadoodle 
family member is due in full on Puppy Pick Date (6 Weeks Old). If I purchase my puppy after 
he/she is 6 Weeks Old, I understand my Final Payment is due with my Deposit.  

21. Extended Fee: 

_____  _____ 21.1. I, the Buyer, understand I will be charged an Extended Fee if Flying B 
Sheepadoodles is required to hold my puppy beyond his/her 8 Week Old Birthday as specified on 
their website under the Puppy - Additional Information - Tab. 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain)  
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22. Full and Final Agreement: 

 The parties agree this Health Guarantee and Contract represents the entire agreement 
between Flying B Sheepadoodles and Buyer with no other representations being made regarding 
the puppy as described below: 

Puppy Name:______________________ 

Color:___________________________ 

Birthdate:_________________________ 

Gender:__________________________ 

Generation: F1bb 

Size: Standard 

Sire: Bear of Utah Goldendoodles 

Dam: RubiKate of Flying B Sheepadoodles 

This contract shall be governed by the State of Oklahoma in Washington County. 

I, the buyer, have read and agree to the terms of this contract by signing below: 

______________________________   ______________________________   _______________ 
 Buyer’s Printed Name                 Buyer’s Signature                             Date 

______________________________   ______________________________   _______________ 
Spouse’s Printed Name               Spouse’s Signature                    Date 

______________________________   ______________________________   _______________ 
Flying B Sheepadoodles’ Printed Name     Flying B Sheepadoodles’ Signature         Date Puppy Adoption 
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23. Buyer’s Receipt: 

Flying B Sheepadoodles received $________.____ from Buyer for the full purchase of  
Puppy Payment Amount 

____________ including payment for Shipping/Delivery $______.____. 
          Puppy Name                  Shipping/Delivery Charges    

Totaling: $________.____. 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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24. Receipt (Flying B Sheepadoodles’ Copy): 

Flying B Sheepadoodles received $________.____ from Buyer for the full purchase of  
Puppy Payment Amount 

____________ including payment for Shipping/Delivery $______.____. 
          Puppy Name                  Shipping/Delivery Charges    

Totaling: $________.____. 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
Buyer’s Signature     Spouse’s Signature 

______________________________           __________________________________________ 
FBS Signature (Jentry Blain)   FBS Signature (Lindsie Blain) 
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25. Forever Home Packet 
Going Home: 
1. Puppy Paperwork  

• Records of received vaccines/nosodes and de-worming/negative fecal test results for a male/female 
Standard Sheepadoodle Puppy. 

• Good Health Certificate from Animal Medical Center 
• Continental Kennel Club (CKC) Registration 
• Copy of Application 
• Copy of Contract 
• Copy of Health Guarantee 
• Copy of Receipt 

2. Towel  
• This has been rubbed on the Dam and litter mates to make the transition easier. DO NOT wash this 

towel as the scent will be lost. 
3. PawTree Seasoning Sample  

• Use these to ensure puppy maintains a healthy eating habit. 
4. PawTree Treats Sample 

• Rewarding puppy has never felt so great! No need to worry about ingredients causing cancer and 
other serious problems. 

5. PawTree Chew Toy 
• Latex free and the perfect size for growing fur-babe. 

Did You Know? 
• Sheepadoodles hair never stops growing - DAILY brushing and regular grooming are required. Watch 

out for matting and subsequent Hot Spots! 
• Sheepadoodles grow hair in their ear canal - groomers will remove this if necessary. 
• Sheepadoodles claws need trimming as often as your finger nails do. 
• Puppies should be de-wormed/fecal tested after moving to their Forever Home (consult your 

veterinarian). 
• You need to schedule your first vet visit within 3 Business Days after receiving your puppy. 
• Spay or Neuter your puppy between 6-9 months. 
• Dog Parks are scary…vaccines, kennel cough, rabies, etc. 

Puppy Food: 
• Flying B Sheepadoodles’ puppies are fed as specified on the PawTree Dog Food Bag.  
• In the next few weeks, soak puppy food in warm water to ensure your new family member is staying 

hydrated (he/she will think this is a treat). Flying B Sheepadoodles recommend continuing with 
puppy food through two years old. 

• IF you plan to transition to a dog food other than PawTree, please, plan to do this over several weeks 
to a month. We highly recommend using Gastro Pro Plus (PawTree) during any dietary transitioning. 
Puppy food should have a minimum of 25% protein and be specifically made for Large Breeds. If you 
want your fluffy puppy to retain his bright eyes and shiny coat, maintain a high standard for your 
chosen puppy food. PawTree’s Turkey and Sweet Potato Recipe has 30% Crude Protein, made with 
REAL meat, no: poultry by-products, corn, wheat, or soy, artificial colors, flavors, or preservatives; it 
is developed by Veterinarians and Animal Nutritionists, and made in the USA (which doesn’t affect 
your puppy, but keeps our economy primed and pumping).
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